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Days of Jubilee?

Lancaster celebrates Black men who regained right to vote.
But the struggle took 30 years. The effort continues....
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IN COMMEMORATION - 150TH ANNIVERSARY—1870—2020
1838: Pennsylvania State Constitution amended. Article III on voting rights read, in part:

“In elections by the citizens, every white freeman of the age of twenty-one years, having resided in the State one year, and in the election district where he offers to vote, ten days immediately preceding such election, and within two years paid a State or county tax…shall enjoy the rights of an elector…”

With this action men of African descent in Pennsylvania were deprived of a right that many had regularly exercised. The response was immediate. Some members of the Constitution’s Legislative Committee refused to set their signatures to the document on this exclusion, including State Representative Thaddeus Stevens of Gettysburg. Protest meetings were convened to petition the state legislature to remedy this wrong. Men from Lancaster County were involved in a number of those conventions, notably Stephen Smith and William Whipper, the wealthy Black entrepreneurs and clandestine workers on the Underground Railroad from the Susquehanna Riverfront community of Columbia.

This publication commemorates some of the people of Lancaster County who endured generations of disenfranchisement, and who planned and participated in public demonstrations during the Spring of 1870 to celebrate the ratification of the 15th Amendment to the United States Constitution. The Amendment states:

“The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.”

Despite the amendment, by the late 1870s discriminatory practices were used to prevent Black people from exercising their right to vote, especially in the South. It wasn’t until the Voting Rights Act of 1965 that legal barriers were outlawed if they denied African-Americans their right to vote.
An important protest meeting was the convention held in Harrisburg in 1848. This was to be the only convention in which a number of Lancaster Countians attended such conventions. This movement began in 1830 when Bishop Richard Allen (1760-1831), founder of the African Methodist Episcopal Church in Philadelphia, called free Africans in the Middle Atlantic region to Philadelphia to strategize about how they could resist the growing racism and discrimination that threatened their existence in a country which they had not only helped to build but had also defended in the Revolution and the War of 1812.

The Lancaster delegation to the Harrisburg Convention of 1848 consisted of William Whipper, Leonard A. Williams, William H. Wilson, Washington Webster, and Robert Boston. Aside from Whipper, only the life of Mr. Boston has been the subject of recent research to build an historical record. Washington Webster was a laborer from Fulton Township and it is likely that Messrs. Wilson and Williams led similar lives. Telling their stories must remain a matter for another occasion...

Still, it is significant that despite their stations in life, Lancaster’s representatives at the 1848 convention in Harrisburg were motivated to promote the common good by agitating for the right to vote.

Of the two, Smith had begun life as an indentured servant near Harrisburg, PA, a status created by the Gradual Abolition Act of 1780. It stipulated that the children of enslaved Africans born after March 1, 1780 could be required to serve a master/mistress until they reached the age of 28. In his teens, he earned enough money to buy his freedom, established a business, and with Whipper, became two of the most successful and wealthy African Americans before the Civil War.

Less is known of Whipper’s early life. At the age of about 34 he replaced Smith in their common lumber and freight enterprises in Columbia and became a pivotal figure in Underground Railroad activity there. For more information, click on the codes here.
“The first united effort of importance on the part of free blacks in the United States was the convention movement. Begun in Philadelphia in 1831 free black met annually for the next five years to discuss the best manner in which their conditions could be improved. The various state conventions that were held later stemmed from this initial start. In 1838 the so-called Reform Constitution of Pennsylvania dis-franchised the black citizens of the state. The right to vote which they had held for forty-seven years was no longer theirs. The black people were stung by this injustice. But they refused to surrender the idea of citizenship. As a result, they energetically set to work to regain the right to vote. In the coming decades they flooded the state with appeals, memorials, petitions and won innumerable whites to the support their cause.

Three years after they were deprived of the right of suffrage, the first state convention was held at Pittsburgh in the last week of August, 1841. One hundred and forty-seven delegates attended. Between that time and 1848 they organized an Association called "The Citizens Union of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Its purpose was to obtain for the colored people of the State all the Rights and Immunities of Citizenship." The Pennsylvania Blacks convened Harrisburg to pursue this object further, but their efforts were in vain.

A long and tragic war and a series of amendments to the Constitution of the United States were necessary to restore the franchise which was snatched from them. In 1870 the blacks of Pennsylvania returned to the polls. Not until 1873 did the state legislature draft a new constitution which eliminated the obnoxious restriction.”

Sources: Proceedings of the State Convention of the Colored Freemen of Pennsylvania, held in Pittsburgh, on the 23rd and 24th of August 1841 (Pittsburgh 1841) and Memorial to the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, in General Assembly met... (Phila., 1854). Reproduced from the copy in the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

For a reproduction of the entire convention minutes, visit
http://udspace.udel.edu/bitstream/handle/19716/17268/1848PA-State-Harrisburg_Minutes.pdf?sequence=3&isAllowed=y
But who was Robert Boston?

Entrepreneur, civil rights activist, religious leader & Underground Railroad operative

Robert Boston was born about 1815 probably in Lancaster. His parents were John and Sarah Boston, likely among the earliest members of Lancaster’s Bethel A.M.E. Church. Both are buried in the cemetery adjoining the church. Robert took up the trade of barbering, likely by apprenticing with another African American barber. On December 20, 1837 he married Melesena Williams at Lancaster’s First Reformed Church. In May of that same year he opened a shop on the East side of North Queen Street near Penn Square.

Around the time of the Harrisburg Convention, Boston was involved with Edward Rauch (1820-1902) and several others as part of a group in league with Abolitionist US Congressman Thaddeus Stevens (1792-1868) working as “freedom spies” to thwart the efforts of slave catchers from Maryland. See historical marker, next page.

At some point in the either the late 1850’s or early 1860’s Boston took on pastoral duties at Bethel A.M.E. Church. Rev. Thomas Henry acknowledged in his 1872 autobiography that in 1862 the A.M.E. conference appointed him to the Lancaster (Pa.) Circuit.

“I found the church at Lancaster in a very bad condition. Through the exertions of Rev. Robert Boston, we got the church under a good slate roof. I found Rev. Mr. Boston to be a true and trustworthy brother.”

Lancaster’s ‘freedom spies’ circa 1850

Rauch, Boston help Thaddeus Stevens thwart slave catchers

In an upper floor office across this square at No. 8 West King Street, the notorious George Hughes operated a business that supported bounty hunters who came here from Southern states tracking formerly enslaved Africans living and working in relative freedom in Lancaster City and the surrounding countryside. The secret work of Edward H. Rauch and Robert Boston illustrate how the Underground Railroad Movement operated across racial lines.

Rauch (1820-1902) was a white employee of the County Courts. He “moonlighted” by serving as the office assistant for the illiterate Hughes and secretly recorded the slave catchers’ plans. Boston (circa 1814-1888) was a barber of African descent whose shop was near here. He could see who was coming and going at Hughes’ office.

Rauch and Boston spied on the slave catchers in league with Thaddeus Stevens (1792-1868), Lancaster County’s U.S. Congressman. Together they worked to relay information to the anti-slavery politician, who lived one block south of Penn Square. With inside information, Stevens dispatched horsemen to warn Underground Railroad “Stationmasters” that bounty hunters were planning to raid a particular property. These actions show the extent to which Stevens and his “freedom spies” supported an extensive network of families who sheltered the formerly enslaved as they traveled through this area, or were living and working on farms in rural Lancaster County. A series of news accounts in 1883 first disclosed the details of these secret operations.

Historic Lancaster Walking Tour, Inc., a not-for-profit organization established in 1976 to commemorate the history of the City of Lancaster, provided the financial support for this display.


Stevens image from a print by John Sartain, 1867, courtesy of Thaddeus Stevens College of Technology, Lancaster, PA. Rauch photo courtesy of Dimmick Library, Jim Thorpe, PA.

This historical marker is permanently installed in front of the City of Lancaster Visitor Center, 38 Penn Square, Lancaster, PA 17603
Organizing the Equal Rights League in Pennsylvania

As a result of the various conventions held throughout Pennsylvania the Pennsylvania Equal Rights League was organized in 1864. As yet no record of involvement of Lancastrians have been discovered, except for William Whipper.

In 1866 Whipper was part of a delegation that appealed directly to President Johnson about extending the right to vote to African Americans. As a Southerner with traditional Southern antipathies towards people of color, Johnson proved to be unmoved on that question as he was on all questions of race.

Whipper’s activism, his speeches at these conventions and his writings are acknowledged today as fundamental points of inspiration for the thinking and activism of some of the Civil Rights leaders of mid-20th Century America.

Read Whipper’s remarkable essay,

“Declaration of Sentiment Made to the world, by the Annual Convention of the Free People of Color, of the United States, held in the City of New York, in the month of June, 1834.”

Written when he was just 30 years old.

15th Amendment returns the Franchise

After much agitation the U. S. Congress granted the right to vote in Washington, D.C. and in the territories to African American males on January 8, 1867. African American men gained the right to vote in the District despite the veto of its most powerful resident, President Andrew Johnson. The Republican-controlled senate overrode Johnson by a vote of 29-10 three years before a constitutional amendment granted the right to vote to all men regardless of race.
The Pennsylvania legislature adamantly refused to budge on its exclusion of black voters, but when the 15th Amendment was enacted by Congress, Pennsylvania was the 12th state to ratify it.

Ratification was completed by the end of March 1870 and William Nesbitt, president of the Pennsylvania Equal Rights League, urged the subsidiary leagues in 50 counties of the Commonwealth to celebrate on April 26 this remarkable second step after Emancipation to full citizenship.

There is as yet no record of a Lancaster County auxiliary to the Equal Rights League, but when a meeting was convened at Lancaster’s Bethel A.M.E. Church to plan the celebration, Robert Boston was by then a clergyman at the church and was called to chair the meeting. At about the same time a planning meeting was held in Columbia.

And whereas, We recognize the hand of the Supreme Ruler of the Universe in bringing us out of human slavery and chattledom, and placing us upon the high platform of manhood—American citizenship—and equality before the law.

Resolved by members of a planning meeting at Bethel African Methodist Church, Lancaster, PA April 20, 1870
On the “Day of Jubilee,” as it was titled in some of the local press, a service was held at Bethel A.M.E. Church led by the pastor Rev. Cuff. About 300 persons assembled at the intersection of South Queen and Middle (now Howard Avenue) Streets and according to newspaper accounts marched along the main streets of the city to the Commons, an open field opposite the Locomotive Works in Lancaster’s Northeastern ward.

The procession was led by Abraham Maxwell as chief marshal. Maxwell, a Civil War veteran and members of Bethel would later become the first African American market master at Central Market.

The Assistant Marshall was George Wells (1811-1881), a blacksmith by trade and the soon to become proprietor of the first Blacks-only hotel “The Sumner Hotel” on Howard Avenue. The aides to the marshals were: James Howard, Daniel Clark, Edward Mellon (sic), and William Jones. James Howard is likely the same person who led the African American delegation of Lancastrians at Thaddeus Stevens’ funeral two years before.

Daniel Clark was likely identical to the man who served as 1st Sergeant in the 8th USCT regiment and was buried in Bethel’s cemetery. Edward Mellon is likely a misspelling of “Millen”. In 1910 Edward Millen was according to a business census conducted by a group in Harrisburg the largest African American property owner in Lancaster and the person who organized Stevens Greenland Memorial Cemetery after the cemetery next to Bethel A.M.E. became full. It is also likely the same Edward Mellon (sic) was, in February 1884, a pall bearer for Lydia Hamilton Smith, the long-time property manager and confidante of Republican Congressman Thaddeus Stevens.
Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church, Lancaster, PA

Located on Strawberry Street at North Street. Established circa 1820. Originally known as Saint James African Church until about 1843, after which (1848) the congregation was chartered as The African Methodist Episcopal Church of the City of Lancaster. Following rebuilding of the church after a fire in 1879, the Church became known as Bethel AME. Photographer unknown. Courtesy of the Leroy T. Hopkins, Sr. & Mary Taft Hopkins Study Center of Bethel AME Church.
Hundreds march in a peaceful street demonstration

Likely parade route from Bethel AME Church on Strawberry Street to “The Commons,” an open space opposite The Lancaster Locomotive Works, a manufactory located between North Plum and Ann Streets.

City of Lancaster, from *Everts & Stewart Atlas of Lancaster County*, 1875
Penn Iron Works, 1900—View Southeast, near Walnut Street crossing

Formerly Lancaster Locomotive Works, est. 1836, after regular freight and passenger service began in 1834 on the Philadelphia & Columbia Railroad through Lancaster City.
Representatives in the Jubilee from Southern Lancaster

Along with the Lancaster group marched a delegation from Eden Township led by Joseph Wells, likely identical to the Joseph Wells who signed as a substitute for J. Pownall of Sadsbury Township and then served in Co. F of the 45th USCT during the Civil War. According to the newspaper accounts the Lancaster delegation numbered 65 men and boys and the Eden 38 men and boys preceded by the Stevens Drum Corps of Lancaster, a Black organization.

The revelations begin about Abolitionism and Underground Railroad work

At the Commons the speakers were Rev. Robert Boston, Congressman O.J. Dickey, Thaddeus Stevens’ successor, A. H. Hood, Esq., Dr. J.C. Gatchell, A.C. Reinoehl, and Pit Schwefflebrenner, the pen name for Edward Rauch, editor of the local PA German newspaper.

The importance of the franchise was the common key for the orations and Rauch added an interesting note alluding to his work on the Underground Railroad which he expanded on in later years in newspaper accounts, as previously mentioned. Rauch at that point admitted that he worked with Stevens and 5 men knew of his activity. A.H. Hood being one and Robert Boston another. This out-pouring of freedom contributed to increasing local news accounts and letters to the editor retelling stories of heroism and religiously inspired efforts by abolitionists and agents of the Underground Railroad. This work decades before was now no longer something to hide, or to fear legal reprisals.

Day of Jubilee in Columbia...

There is scant information available about the celebration in Columbia. Two notices from the Columbia Spy reprinted in the Daily Evening Express of March 31 and April 15, 1870 made reference to a celebration. The April 15 article mentions that the first “colored voters” were Jesse Martin, Caesar Caldwell, Benjamin Randalls, Tom Bessick, Edward Pleasant, William Baker, Alfred Hill, James Hollingsworth, and John Jones. This is probably a reference to the fact that before the general election a local election was held in Columbia.

Men who had paid property tax were eligible to vote. The Columbia names deserve future research. Thomas Bessick was identified by Samuel Evans as an effective agent of the Underground Railroad in Columbia and Bessick’s descendants still live there. The name Pleasant harkens back to the group of manumitted Africans who arrived in Columbia from the Bacon Plantation near Richmond, Virginia, after 1819 and who built churches, schools, and businesses.
While little information is available on the celebration in Columbia it is significant that an unnamed number of participants came from the Conestoga Township area to join the celebrations. It is likely that the speeches given in Columbia mirrored those in Lancaster: giving thanks for divine guidance and speculation on what the newly enfranchised should do with their vote.

**Black community support for Republican Party**

It was perhaps not accidental that meetings were held in August of 1870 and at Bethel A.M.E. Church Lancaster and in Columbia to discuss strategies to attract Black voters to the Republican Party. The meeting in Lancaster was covered more fully in the press and once again Robert Boston assumed a leadership position. The openly racist *Lancaster Intelligencer* describes the meeting thusly:

> “A political meeting of darkies was held last evening in the church in Strawberry Street which was attended by about one-half of the city n_ _ _ _ s, a few country Bucks, and Dr. Samuel J.C. Williams, late barber of this city, but now practicing Medicine in Williamsport.”

This commentary demonstrated that even though the people of color in Lancaster and elsewhere could now legitimately be called African Americans, there was still a broad ocean of racism and discrimination which had to be navigated.

Perhaps the two most significant facts derived from this meeting are, first: the committee elected to form something like a political action committee: John Morgan (likely the John Morgan associated with the A.M.E. Church located near New Holland Avenue and Shippen Street ca. 1875) was elected president and the vice presidents were Dr. Sweeney and Samuel Dean; the aforementioned Dr. Williams was the secretary. The make up of this committee points to the future: women of color were not included in the 15th amendment.

Dr. Sweeney is undoubtedly Dr. Harriet Sweeney, the pow-wow doctor and philanthropist who had reportedly provided financial help not only to the small congregation in Conestoga but also in Lancaster and Marietta. The importance of including a woman is ignored by the newspaper.
The second takeaway from the meeting at Bethel is the set of resolutions presented by Robert Boston and adopted by the group. One resolution noted that a first opportunity to vote presented itself on August 27 in the primary election for Republican candidates for the October election. Two additional resolutions stated that the new voters will go and vote conducting themselves “soberly and orderly on that day, so that we may not disgrace ourselves.”

Further it was resolved:

“That we will give our most hearty support to the Republican Party of our beloved Country, so long as it proves to be in the future as it has been in the past.

That in the future we will only support such candidates as are most favorable to our equal educational advantages, to the best of our belief; for we are equally taxed for school purposes. In Lancaster we have a separate primary school; and for white children there are in Lancaster primary, secondary and high schools. We cannot have equal education for our children as long as such a state of things exist.”

After discussion the resolutions were adopted and a plan was in place that faced steep opposition in Lancaster of that day: education in Pennsylvania was not desegregated until the 1880’s and obtaining wide support for the platform behind the resolutions would be a tall order. Equality was a goal but not yet in sight.

-LND-


Stephen Smith, oil painting, collection of the Philadelphia History Museum at the Atwater Kent, early 1840s. Pendant portrait, 30X25” attributed to James Stidum or Stidum.


Page 6 - William Whipper, later years, from *The Underground Railroad*, by William Still, Philadelphia, PA, 1872
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